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Our Locations
Nuestras ubicaciones

Brewster 108 S Third St | 509-689-4046
Bridgeport 1206 Columbia Ave | 509-686-7281

Cashmere 300 Woodring | 509-782-3314
Chelan 216 N Emerson St | 509-682-5131

Coulee City 405 W Main St | 509-632-8751
Curlew 11 River St | 509-779-0321

East Wenatchee 271 9th St NE | 509-886-7404
Entiat 14138 Kinzel St | 509-784-1517
Ephrata 45 Alder NW | 509-754-3971

George 125 E Deacon Ave | 509-785-7043
Grand Coulee 225 Federal St | 509-633-0972

Leavenworth 700 Hwy 2 | 509-548-7923
Manson 80 Wapato Way | 509-687-3420
Mattawa 101 Manson Ln | 509-932-5507
Moses Lake 418 E 5th Ave | 509-765-3489

Okanogan 228 Pine St | 509-422-2609
Omak 30 S Ash | 509-826-1820

Oroville 1276 Main St | 509-476-2662
Pateros 174 Pateros Mall | 509-923-2298
Peshastin 8396 Main St | 509-548-7821
Quincy 208 Central Ave S | 509-787-2359
Republic 794 S Clark Ave | 509-775-3328

Royal City 365 Camelia St NW | 509-346-9281
Soap Lake 32 Main Street E | 509-246-1313

Tonasket 209-A Whitcomb Ave | 509-486-2366
Twisp 201 N Methow Valley Hwy | 509-997-4681

Warden 305 S Main St | 509-349-2226
Waterville 105 N Chelan St | 509-745-8354
Wenatchee 310 Douglas St | 509-662-5021

Winthrop 49 Hwy 20 | 509-996-2685

16 N Columbia St       Wenatchee, WA 98801-2224

Stream digital movies, music, 
and audiobooks on your 

computer, tablet, or phone.

Una tarjeta de la biblioteca es gratuita para 
cualquier persona que viva o sea propietaria 

de una propiedad en los condados de Chelan, 
Douglas, Ferry, Grant u Okanogan.

A library card is free for anyone who lives in 
or owns property in Chelan, Douglas, Ferry, 

Grant, or Okanogan counties.
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1.  FIND IT / BUSCAR

Search for an item on our catalog: 
catalog.ncwlibraries.org. Click "Place Hold."

Busca un artículo en nuestro catálogo: catalog.ncrl.org.     
Haz clic en Place Hold (Reservar).

2.  LOG-IN / INICIAR SESIÓN

Log into your account using your library card number 
and pin (this is usually the last four digits of your 
phone number).

Inicia sesión en tu cuenta usando el número de tu tarjeta de la 
biblioteca y tu PIN (generalmente los últimos cuatro dígitos 
de tu teléfono).

Ordering Online    Pedido en Línea Devolución de Artículos    Returning Items

¿NECESITAS UN NUEVO NOMBRE DE 
USUARIO Y UNA NUEVA CONTRASEÑA? 
Comunícate con nosotros al 509-663-1117 o envía 
un correo electrónico a mol@ncwlibraries.org

NEED A NEW USERNAME 
AND PASSWORD? 
Please contact us at 509-663-1117 or 
email at mol@ncwlibraries.org

3.  CONFIRM YOUR HOLD / CONFIRMAR LA RESERVA

Once you are logged in, select your pickup location. 
Choose "Mail Order" if you would like the item mailed 
to you. Click "Place Hold."

Una vez que hayas iniciado sesión, selecciona el lugar donde 
recogerás el artículo. Si deseas que te lo envíen, elige Mail 
Order (Pedido por correo). Haz clic en Place Hold (Reservar).
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DEVUÉLVELOS EN LA BIBLIOTECA 
DE TU ZONA.  
¡Ahórranos los gastos de envío!

O PEGA LA ETIQUETA DE DEVOLUCIÓN 
SUMINISTRADA EN LA PARTE SUPERIOR 
DE LA ETIQUETA DE ENVÍO.

• Coloca los artículos en la bolsa. Quita la tira 
plateada que está situada en la parte superior 
de la bolsa y dobla el sello.

• Lleva los artículos a cualquier oficina de 
correos o colócalos en tu buzón.

DROP THEM OFF AT YOUR 
LOCAL LIBRARY. 
Save us the cost of postage!

OR  STICK THE PROVIDED RETURN 
LABEL OVER THE TOP OF THE MAILING 
LABEL.

• Place items in the bag. Pull the silver strip  
off the top of the bag and fold over the seal.

• Drop them off at any Post Office, or return 
in your mailbox.
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Devolución de Artículos    Returning Items

NEED A 
DIFFERENT 

FORMAT? 
Contact us

¿NECESITAS 
UN FORMATO 
DIFERENTE? 

Comunícate con nosotros al 800-426-READ
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Picture Books

Hamsters Make 
Terrible Roommates

by  Cheryl B. Klein 
Order #541991

I Am Not a Penguin: 
A Pangolin's Lament

by Liz Wong
Order #532439

Just Help! How to Build
a Better World

by Sonia Sotomayor
Order #551399

Everybody in the Red 
Brick Building

by Anne Wynter
Order #543970

The Big Bath House
by Kyo Maclear

Order #551309 

Eyes That Speak to 
the Stars
by Joanna Ho

Order #549923

Cat Problems
by Jory John

Order #538928 

Dumplings for Lili
by Melissa Iwai

Order #534308

Aaron Slater, 
Illustrator
by Andrea Beaty
Order #541939 
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Training Day
by Raúl the Third
Order #529535

Wutaryoo
by Nilah Magruder

Order #550437

The Poop Song
by Eric Litwin

Order #529436

Most Days
by Michael Leannah

Order #535840

Perfectly Pegasus
by Jessie Sima

Order #553722

What is God Like?
by Rachel Held Evans

Order #542902

Where Wonder Grows
by Xelena González

Order #549932

Stacey's Extraordinary 
Words

by Stacey Abrams
Order #546276

The Year We 
Learned to Fly

by Jacqueline Woodson
Order #549933
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Children

The Adventure is Now 
by Jess Redman
After a horrible year, twelve-year-
old Milton spends the summer 
with his Uncle Evan, a naturalist 
on the Lone Island, where he learns 
about friendship, protecting the 
environment, and fighting for 
what's right.
Order #536570

Amari and the Night 
Brothers 
by B.B. Alston
A poor Black teen from the projects 
gets an invitation from her missing 
brother to join the Bureau of 
Supernatural Affairs and join the 
fight against an evil magician.
Order #523847

The Barren Grounds  
by David Robertson
Two Indigenous foster kids—who are 
feeling cut off from their heritage—
discover a portal into another world 
where they meet a lone hunter 
struggling to provide for the starving 
village of Misewa, located in the 
middle of a frozen, barren land.
Order #520904

Beasts and Beauty 
by Soman Chainani
A progressive retelling of 12 classic 
fairy tales for the modern world. 
From Little Red Riding Hood to Sleeping 
Beauty to Beauty and the Beast, these 
stories are diverse, inclusive, 
powerful, and surprising.
Order #540590

The Benefits of Being 
an Octopus 
by Ann Braden
Seventh grader Zoey Albro focuses on 
caring for three younger siblings and 
avoiding rich classmates at school 
until her fascination with octopuses 
puts her on the debate team and she 
begins to speak out.
Order #475348

Cameron Battle and the 
Hidden Kingdoms 
by Jamar Perry
Cameron and his friends are 
magically transported through the 
pages of an ancestral book to the 
fabled West African country of 
Chidani, where they discover that 
the Igbo people are in grave danger.
Order #547085

Enough About Me 
by S.G. Wilson
Meade Macon must join forces 
with versions of himself from 
other realities when a tear in the 
multiverse wreaks havoc on Earth 
Zero and threatens to spread the 
chaos to other worlds.
Order #547090

Escape from Atlantis 
by Kate O'Hearn
While on a whale watching voyage 
with their parents during spring 
break, Riley Evans and her cousin 
Alfie are shipwrecked on the mythical 
island of Atlantis, where they discover 
a dangerous secret.
Order #550010
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Escape to Witch City 
by E. Latimer
In historic London, a world where 
witchcraft is against the law, a young 
witch must hide her true nature 
before an upcoming test exposes her 
powers and reveals family secrets.
Order #547087

The Last Cuentista 
by Donna Barba Higuera
After Earth is destroyed, a young girl 
traveling with her scientist parents 
to colonize another planet wakes up 
hundreds of years later to find that 
someone has erased the memories of 
everyone on board the ship—except 
her own.
Order #539037

The Magical Reality 
of Nadia 
by Bāsim Yūsuf 
A bright young Egyptian immigrant 
facing racist bullies at school 
discovers that the ancient amulet 
she wears around her neck contains 
a unique power that can help her 
overcome her challenges.
Order #547089

Stella Díaz Dreams Big 
by Angela Dominguez
A Mexican American fourth grader 
fills up her schedule with art club, 
the Sea Musketeers conservation 
club, and swimming lessons. Can she 
juggle all of her commitments and 
make her dreams come true?
Order #531007

This is Our Rainbow 
by Katherine Locke & Nicole Melleby
This LGBTQA+ anthology features 
powerfully inclusive stories by major 
authors such as Justina Ireland, 
Marieke Nijkamp, and Alex Gino, 
amplifying voices from every letter 
of the acronym.
Order #542684

Tiger Honor 
by Yoon Ha Lee
Thirteen-year-old nonbinary tiger 
spirit Sebin must decide where their 
loyalties lie when their traitorous 
uncle hijacks the battle cruiser 
that happens to be Sebin's first 
assignment in the Cadet Program.
Order #550406

The Troubled Girls of 
Dragomir Academy 
by Anne Ursu
In a land where girls are second 
class citizens, Marya is sent to a 
reform school after she disrupts her 
brother’s test to become a sorcerer. 
Soon she discovers a dark secret 
about the magic of their world.
Order #542686

Yusuf Azeem Is Not a Hero 
by Saadia Faruqi
A young Muslim middle schooler 
with a passion for robotics faces 
racism and uncertainty in his small 
Texas town while the twentieth 
anniversary of 9/11 approaches.
Order #540609
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Young Adults

Ain't Burned All 
the Bright 
by Jason Reynolds
This highly imaginative and powerful 
exploration of what it means to 
be Black in America today joins 
Jason Reynolds’ evocative verse with 
Jason Griffin’s striking collage-style 
illustrations. 
Order #554507

Castles in Their Bones 
by Laura Sebastian
The Empress Margaraux has trained 
her triplet daughters in the arts 
of intrigue and seduction and has 
placed them in arranged marriages 
throughout Vesteria. Her master 
plan to extend her own kingdom is 
about to begin.
Order #555998

A Complicated Love Story 
Set in Space 
by Shaun David Hutchinson
Three teens encounter mystery, 
danger, and love together after they 
wake up on a spaceship that is about 
to explode, with no memory of how 
they got there. 
Order #532159

Dark Rise 
by C.S. Pacat
A young dock worker who is in hiding 
following his mother's murder is 
kidnapped in 19th century London by 
the powerful Lord Simon Crenshaw, 
who plans to sacrifice him in order 
to resurrect an ancient evil.
Order #552920

An Emotion of Great 
Delight  
by Tahereh Mafi
In the aftermath of 9/11, an Iranian 
American teen faces Islamophobia 
at school while dealing with family 
trauma at home following the sudden 
death of her brother and the loss of 
her best friend.
Order #533514

Fifteen Hundred Miles 
from the Sun 
by Jonny Garza Villa
A gay Texas teen facing emotional and 
physical abuse from his homophobic 
father comes out of the closet in a 
drunken tweet. A new Twitter crush 
provides comfort, but Mat is fifteen 
hundred miles away in Los Angeles.
Order #556000

Gearbreakers 
by Zoe Hana Mikuta
In a totalitarian world dominated 
by giant machines called windups, 
a seventeen-year-old windup pilot 
joins forces with a young rebel 
gearbreaker and falls in love while 
the two work together to bring down 
the regime. 
Order #540099

Hello (from Here) 
by Chandler Baker
Two teens meet and fall in love as 
Los Angeles is shutting down due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Can their 
relationship survive their time apart?
Order #545607
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How Moon Fuentez Fell in 
Love with the Universe 
by Raquel Vasquez Gilliland
After living in the shadow of her 
beautiful influencer sister, Moon 
Fuentez sets off on a summer bus tour 
with a group of other influcencers, 
where she meets the hot and moody 
Santiago Phillips.
Order #553217

I Must Betray You 
by Ruta Sepetys
In 1989, a teen is blackmailed by 
Romanian secret police to become 
an informer. He decides to use his 
new position to outwit his handler, 
undermine the totalitarian regime, 
and expose to the world what is 
happening in his country.
Order #553585

The Kindred 
by Alechia Dow
Paired at birth by mind-linking 
technology, Duke Felix Hamdi and 
his “kindred” Joy Abara flee the planet 
Hali-Monchuri after they are accused 
of assassinating the galactic ruling 
members of the Qadin dynasty. 
Order #552923

Not Here to Be Liked 
by Michelle Quach
Despite overwhelming qualifications, 
Eliza Quan loses the post of editor-
in-chief of her school newspaper to 
a former jock, simply because he is 
male. After a viral essay transforms 
her into a feminist champion, she 
finds herself falling for the enemy.
Order #546056

The Problem with the 
Other Side 
by Kwame Ivery
Told in two voices, the budding 
romance between tenth graders Uly 
Gates and Sallie Walls is tested when 
their sisters run against each other 
in a racially-charged campaign for 
student body president.
Order #555999

Take Me with You When 
You Go 
by David Levithan
After his older sister runs away to 
uncover troubling family secrets that 
their mother has concealed, Ezra 
struggles with an abusive home life 
with the help of his boyfriend. 
Order #544317

Time Will Tell 
by Barry Lyga
Four teens attempt to solve a murder, 
after they dig up a time capsule 
buried by their parents in 1986 
and discover a bloody knife and an 
anonymous confession note.
Order #555997

Wakers 
by Orson Scott Card
Two teens wake up on an abandoned 
Earth to discover that they are clones 
who must work together to save 
humanity from extinction—using 
their ability to navigate time streams.
Order #556001
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Fiction

All the Quiet Places 
by Brian Thomas Isaac
In 1956, a young Indigenous boy from 
Canada comes of age in a land broken 
by colonialism, straddling the worlds 
of his white neighbors and his own 
Syilx culture.
Order #550025

Black Cake 
by Charmaine Wilkerson
Two estranged siblings reconnect 
after their mother’s death when 
a mysterious voice recording 
reveals her secret past, including an 
arranged marriage and an escape 
from a Caribbean island under 
suspicion of murder.
Order #551866

The Cat Who Saved Books 
by Sosuke Natsukawa
Just as he is about to close the second 
hand book shop he has inherited 
from his grandfather, a high school 
student meets a mysterious talking 
cat who convinces him to rescue 
unread and unloved books from their 
indifferent owners.
Order #548506

Dava Shastri's Last Day 
by Kirthana Ramisetti 
A wealthy philanthropist with a 
terminal diagnosis leaks the story of 
her death prematurely, so that she 
can read obituaries full of praise for 
her work on behalf of women and 
the arts. Instead, devastating secrets 
from her past come to light.
Order #550381

The Day I Fell Off My Island 
by Yvonne Bailey-Smith
A young Jamaican teen struggles to 
belong when she is sent to London to 
live with her mother and stepfather 
following the death of her beloved 
grandmother.
Order #551095

Everyone Knows Your 
Mother is a Witch 
by Rivka Galchen
I n  1 6 1 8  Ge r m a ny,  I m p e r i a l 
Mathematician Johannes Kepler 
defends of his mother when she is 
accused of being a witch after one 
of her herbal remedies makes a local 
woman ill.
Order #551543

Joan is Okay 
by Weike Wang
When her mother returns from 
China just  before the global 
pandemic, a Chinese American 
ICU physician struggles to balance 
her independence with family 
expectations while working at a New 
York hospital in crisis.
Order #553988

Love and Fury 
by Samantha Silva
Midwife Parthenia Blenkinsop 
spends 11 difficult days fighting 
for the lives of Mary Wollstonecraft 
and her newborn daughter, while 
her patient reflects back on her 
remarkable life as a champion of 
women's rights.
Order #536477
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My Monticello 
by Jocelyn Nicole Johnson
This collection of gripping stories 
of Black lives in America features a 
novella about a modern descendent of 
Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings 
who takes refuge at Monticello with 
a diverse group of neighbors fleeing 
a violent, white supremacist mob.
Order #545409

To Paradise 
by Hanya Yanagihara
This alternative history and dystopian 
epic spans two hundred years from 
1893 to 2093—from an America still 
fighting the Civil War shortly before 
the turn of the twentieth century to 
a future totalitarian world in which 
pandemics are commonplace. 
Order #548864

The Paris Apartment 
by Lucy Foley
After a professional setback, Jess 
comes to stay with her half brother 
in his Paris apartment. When she 
arrives, however, Ben is nowhere to be 
found and his suspicious neighbors 
seem to be hiding something.
Order #552516

The Reading List 
by Sara Nisha Adams
A London teen with a troubled 
home life and a lonely widower find 
friendship and solace by reading 
through a crumpled list of books 
found inside a library book.
Order #545320

Sankofa 
by Chibundu Onuzo
Following the death of her white 
mother, a mixed race Londoner 
wrestling with issues of identity 
and race discovers the diaries of 
the African father she has never 
known, learning that he became the 
President of Bamana in West Africa. 
Order #546730

The Sentence 
by Louise Erdrich
A Minneapolis book shop is haunted 
by the spirit of a troublesome 
customer who died on All Souls’ 
Day 2019. A bookish clerk who was 
recently released from prison must 
solve the mystery of the haunting 
while contending with 2020.
Order #544208

 A Small World  
by Jonathan Evison
An ill-fated high speed rail journey 
from Portland to Seattle becomes 
the centerpiece of an epic tale that 
explores the stories of diverse 
passengers contrasted with their 
1850s ancestors—asking whether 
America has lived up to its promise.
Order #548863

Still Life 
by Sarah Winman
A young British soldier and a middle 
aged art historian meet during the 
chaos and danger of 1944 Tuscany, 
beginning a friendship that will 
shape both their lives for decades.
Order #549944
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Romance

A Lot Like Adiós 
by Alexis Daria
When an old flame returns to 
New York to open a celebrity gym, 
graphic designer Michelle Amato 
must deal with old feelings and 
family expectations while working 
on Gabe’s marketing campaign.
Order #542094

A Ballad of Love and Glory 
by Reyna Grande
A widowed Mexican army nurse and 
an Irish American deserter fall in love 
during the Mexican-American War 
of 1846, facing danger, chaos, and 
hardship as their passion grows.
Order #554431

The Donut Trap 
by Julie Tieu
Stuck in a rut working at her parents' 
donut shop, Jasmine Tran finds help 
in the form of an old college crush. 
When their relationship doesn't work 
out, she must find another way out of 
the donut trap.
Order #542929

The Ex Hex 
by Erin Sterling
A young witch discovers that her 
curse on a former boyfriend is still 
wreaking havoc nine years later. 
Rhys' life may even be at risk unless 
she finds a way to release him from 
her old hex.
Order #542563

Just Haven't Met You Yet 
by Sophie Cousens
A lifestyle reporter on a business trip 
to the Channel Islands finds herself 
falling for someone she has never 
met, after she accidentally picks up 
the wrong suitcase at the airport. 
How can she find this mystery man?
Order #547210

The Love Con 
by Seressia Glass
When she makes it to the final round 
of a cosplay reality show—only to 
discover that she needs a boyfriend 
for the final challenge—an aspiring 
costume designer asks her best 
friend and business partner to be her 
fake boyfriend.
Order #547743

Love in Color 
by Bolu Babalola
This collection of moving love 
stories for modern readers is a 
highly inventive retelling of Greek 
mythology, West African folklore, 
and forgotten legends from around 
the world. 
Order #532780

Miss Lattimore's Letter 
by Suzanne Allain
A young lady becomes a popular 
society matchmaker after sending 
an anonymous letter to a man who 
is about to propose to the wrong 
woman. Soon she is embroiled in a 
love triangle of her own with an old 
flame and a new client.
Order #538615
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One Night on the Island 
by Josie Silver
Two strangers—both looking for 
solitude—are thrown together after 
they double book a one bedroom 
luxury cabin on a remote Irish 
island. The couple must make the 
best of a bad situation until the next 
ferry arrives. 
Order #555801

Ramón and Julieta 
by Alana Quintana Albertson
Life gets complicated for the son of 
a fast food taco chain magnate and 
a celebrity chef with a struggling 
taqueria after a chance encounter at 
a Dia de los Muertos festival throws 
them together.
Order #547747

Savvy Sheldon Feels 
Good as Hell 
by Taj McCoy
A kitchen renovation becomes 
the backdrop of a major life 
transformation for Savvy Sheldon, 
after a series of setbacks cause her to 
reevaluate her life—from her career 
to her love life and more.
Order #551880

Seven Days in June 
by Tia Williams
Following a week long romance in 
their teens, a bestselling writer of 
erotica and a reclusive author of 
literary fiction have been secretly 
writing to each other in their books. 
Then they reconnect at a literary 
event in New York years later. 
Order #531093

The Spanish Love Deception  
by Elena Armas
After lying to her family about having 
an American boyfriend, Catalina 
Martin is forced to accept help from 
an annoying colleague who agrees to 
be her fake boyfriend at her sister’s 
upcoming wedding.
Order #552781

Weather Girl 
by Rachel Lynn Solomon
Up-and-coming meteorologist Ari 
Abrams teams up with sports reporter 
Russell Barringer to reconcile their 
divorced bosses, but the only sparks 
that fly are between Ari and Russell.
Order #550952

The Wedding Crasher 
by Mia Sosa
After Solange Pereira crashes his 
wedding and disrupts his marriage 
plans, Dean Chapman guilts the 
young woman into posing as his 
significant other to help him gain an 
important case that will put him on 
track to make partner at his law firm.
Order #554968

Welcome to the School 
by the Sea 
by Jenny Colgan
At a prestigious boarding school on 
the coast of Cornwall, a new teacher, 
a scholarship student eager to fit 
in, and a privileged rich girl who 
is desperate to get out all face the 
challenges of a new school year.
Order #554444
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Religious Fiction & Non-Fiction

The Black Church 
by Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Harvard historian and bestselling 
author Henry Louis Gates, Jr. explores 
the centrality of the church to African 
American history, culture, politics, 
and activism—playing a crucial role 
in the struggle for equality stretching 
back hundreds of years.
Order #528581

The Evolution of Adam 
by Peter Enns
A Biblical scholar discusses the 
conflict between evolutionary 
biology and the Biblical account of 
Adam, offering a new interpretation 
of the Genesis story that is intended 
to reconcile scripture and science.
Order #555658

Exodus for Normal People 
by Peter Enns
B i b l i c a l  s c h o l a r  Pe t e r  En n s 
explores the book of Exodus, 
u n l o c k i n g  t h e  h i s t o r y  a n d 
tradition that brought us the story 
of Moses and making it accessible 
to normal, everyday readers.
Order #530233

The Gospels: a New 
Translation 
by Sarah Ruden
This new translation of the books 
of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John 
from classical philologist and author 
Sarah Ruden, opens up the gospels to 
modern readers.
Order #531288

Islam Explained 
by Ahmad Rashid Salim
This guide to Islam illuminates the 
history, customs, and teachings 
of one of the world’s largest 
religions in order to foster greater 
cultural awareness and a deeper 
understanding of the faith.
Order #555659

It's Not About the Burqa 
by Mariam Khan
This selection of essays by Muslim 
women on issues important to 
Muslim women is unfiltered and free 
of stereotypes and covers topics such 
as the burqa and faith, marriage, 
divorce, feminism, sex, and racism.
Order #555660

Life Flight 
by Lynette Eason
An EMS pilot is tested when she 
is forced to land among remote 
mountains in the middle of a storm 
with a critical patient—while a serial 
killer roams the area.
Order #553746

A Most Peculiar Book 
by Kristin Swenson
A fresh look at the complex, messy, 
sometimes contradictory collection 
of stories, poems, histories, and 
letters from multiple authors writing 
across a span of 1,500 years that 
comprise the best selling book of all 
time: The Bible.
Order #555661
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People Love Dead Jews 
by Dara Horn
A passionate exploration of the way 
people express “benign reverence” for 
stories about historic atrocities and 
current attacks on the Jewish people 
while failing to celebrate the dignity 
and powerful vitality of the living and 
thriving Jewish community.
Order #555662

A Play for the End of 
the World  
by Jai Chakrabarti
A holocaust survivor travels to 
India during the 1970s after his best 
friend and fellow survivor dies under 
suspicious circumstances while 
producing a play they performed 
together in the 1942 Warsaw Ghetto.
Order #555666

 Present Danger  
by Elizabeth Goddard
A former FBI agent joins forces with 
an old flame, USFS Special Agent 
Terra Connors, after he discovers a 
body in a Montana national forest, 
with links to the illicit trade of 
historic artifacts.
Order #555667

Revival Season 
by Monica West
The daughter of a prominent Baptist 
preacher and faith healer makes a 
startling discovery while traveling 
with her family on the summer 
revival circuit—one that tests her 
faith and leads to an awakening of 
her own.
Order #538128

The Truth at the Heart 
of the Lie  
by James Carroll
A former priest explores his own 
journey of faith and doubt alongside 
the history of clericalism, misogyny, 
and power within the Catholic 
church, arguing that these issues 
contributed to clergy sexual abuse.
Order #555663

When Everything's on Fire 
by Brian Zahnd
In an age of unbelief and doubt, 
Pastor Brian Zahnd argues that 
faith is still possible in our rapidly 
changing world, calling for the 
rebuilding of the Christian faith.
Order #555664

Wholehearted Faith 
by Rachel Held Evans
A collection of moving personal 
essays on faith, doubt, God's love, 
the church, and belonging by the 
bestselling Christian author and 
speaker Rachel Held Evans, compiled 
by her friend Jeff Chu following her 
tragic death in 2019. 
Order #549245

Zen and the Art of Saving 
the Planet  
by Thich Nhat Hanh
Zen Master, author, and activist Thich 
Nhat Hanh proposes Zen meditation 
and mindfulness as the best way for 
humanity to come together as we 
face crises such as climate change, 
inequality, racism, and more.
Order #549388
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Mystery

Body and Soul Food 
by Abby Collette
Orphaned twins who were separated 
as toddlers reunite as adults to 
open a book store and cafe in the 
Pacific Northwest. When a murder 
interrupts their grand opening, they 
race to solve the mystery.
Order #540308

The Committed 
by Viet Thanh Nguyen
A former double agent for the 
communists and the CIA during 
the Vietnam War arrives in Paris in 
the early 1980s with his brother and 
winds up working as a drug dealer 
for an infamous crime lord known 
as The Boss. 
Order #527968

Dogged by Death 
by Laura Scott
After moving back home to Wisconsin 
to take care of her ailing grandfather 
following some personal and 
professional setbacks, veterinarian 
Ally Winter is caught up in a murder 
investigation when a sleazy lawyer is 
killed and the only witness is his dog.
Order #540311

An Elderly Lady Must 
Not Be Crossed  
by Helene Tursten 
A deceptively sweet 88-year-old  lady 
takes a trip to South Africa to avoid 
the pesky detectives who want to 
question her about the body of a man 
found in her Gothenburg apartment. 
Order #544198

The Final Case 
by David Guterson
A  c r i m i n a l  a t t o r n e y  i n  h i s 
eighties  takes one f inal  case 
w h e n  h e  a g re e s  t o  d e fe n d  a 
white, fundamentalist Christian 
woman accused of murdering her 
adopted Ethiopian daughter.
Order #551102

A Glimmer of Death 
by Valerie Wilson Wesley
A realtor and recently widowed 
former baker with psychic abilities 
becomes a reluctant detective after 
her bullying boss is murdered and 
an innocent coworker is arrested for 
the crime.
Order #533073

A Hex for Danger 
by Esme Addison
Herbal apothecary store owner 
Aleksandra Daniels investigates the 
death of a local artist in Bellamy Bay 
after her best friend is implicated in 
the crime.
Order #540313

Homicide and Halo-Halo 
by Mia P. Manansala
A former beauty queen and soon-
to-be cafe owner agrees to judge the 
upcoming Miss Teen Shady Palms 
Beauty Pageant, but when another 
judge is murdered she must come to 
the aid of her cousin and rival, who is 
under suspicion.
Order #552514
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In the Company of 
Witches 
by Auralee Wallace
A young witch investigates after a 
guest of her aunts’ bed and breakfast 
is murdered and her Aunt Nora 
becomes a suspect. Can she regain 
her lost power of talking to ghosts in 
order to solve the mystery?
Order #540314

A Killer Sundae 
by Abby Collette
Ice cream shop owner Bronwyn 
Crewse is suspected of murder after 
a former beauty queen is poisoned 
at the local spring festival where she 
has parked her new ice cream truck. 
Can Bronwyn find the real killer and 
clear her name?
Order #551109

The Maid 
by Nita Prose
A meticulous and socially awkward 
maid dealing with the death of her 
beloved grandmother is accused 
of murder after she discovers the 
body of a rich and powerful guest 
in one of her rooms at the Regency 
Grand Hotel.
Order #548860

The Match 
by Harlan Coben
Wilde investigates his own childhood 
abandonment in the Ramapo 
Mountains, but when he locates a 
second cousin through a DNA match 
on an ancestry database, his newly-
found relative disappears under 
suspicious circumstances.
Order #553121

Payback's a Witch 
by Lana Harper
Three witches take revenge on the 
unscrupulous Gareth Blackmoore, 
whose two-timing has broken all 
their hearts, while a local competition 
determines which magical family 
will dominate the town of Thistle 
Grove for 50 years to come.
Order #547746

Reckless Girls 
by Rachel Hawkins
When two young women hire Lux 
and her boyfriend to sail them to a 
remote island in the South Pacific, 
the couple discovers that their dream 
job is too good to be true after one 
person disappears and another 
winds up dead.
Order #549549

Steel Fear 
by Brandon Webb
A disgraced Navy Seal must expose 
a serial killer on the loose aboard an 
aircraft carrier after he is suspected 
of the crimes. Can he clear his name 
before it’s too late?
Order #539025

While Justice Sleeps 
by Stacey Abrams
A talented law clerk is at the center of 
Washington intrigue and corruption 
after her boss, Supreme Court Justice 
Howard Wynn, slips into a coma, 
leaving her his power of attorney and 
cryptic notes on an upcoming case.
Order #530484
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Western

All the Cowboys Ain't Gone 
by John J. Jacobson
An idealistic cowboy, who is nostalgic 
for the chivalry and adventure of the 
Old West, joins the French Foreign 
Legion and travels to Saharan Africa 
at the dawn of the twentieth century.
Order #554540

Biscuits and Gravy 
by William W. Johnstone
A gunslinger masquerading as a 
chuck wagon cook to evade his 
enemies risks revealing his true 
identity when he defends a saloon 
girl and captures the attention of 
the powerful Oscar Harcourt and his 
gang of thugs.
Order # 542086

Blood and Dust 
by J.C. Paulson
James Sinclair's friends smuggle him 
out of 1888 Toronto after a powerful 
industrialist targets him with false 
accusations, but the young man is ill 
equipped for his journey west into 
the wilderness.
Order #554541

Bullets and Silver 
by Nik James
Caleb Marlowe must contend 
with personal demons as he hunts 
down his own father, after the man 
attempts to assassinate a local 
judge on the orders of a railroad 
robber baron.
Order #554542

By the Neck 
by William W. Johnstone
A former Pinkerton agent looking 
to strike it rich in Idaho gold settles 
in Boar Gulch, but when a saloon 
owner is shot in cold blood, he 
decides to buy the saloon and clean 
up the town instead.
Order #554543

The China Alamo 
by Hock Hochheim
When three young doctors are 
kidnapped from the San Francisco 
docks and sent to China, their rich 
and influential families convince Vice 
Pres. Roosevelt to organize a secret 
rescue mission, but the team is soon 
swept up in the Boxer Rebellion.
Order #554544

Escape to Exile 
by B.N. Rundell
After killing the son of a powerful 
family in a duel, two young men 
and lifelong friends escape into the 
wilderness, where they must rely on 
their wits and practical know-how 
to overcome bounty hunters, river 
pirates, and more.
Order #554545

Four Days Outside of 
Del Norte 
by Robert Peecher
While attempting to investigate the 
massacre of a group of prospectors, 
Lieutenant Elliot Turner and his 
cavalry troop are attacked and  
pinned down for four days in the 
San Juan Mountains.
Order #554546
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Hardly Any Shooting 
Stars Left  
by B.K. Froman
A murder in her shop interrupts Lexi 
De Priest's plan to sell her family 
ranch and escape the nosy intrusions 
of her rural Oregon neighbors.
Order #554547

Librarians of the West 
by Candace Simar, et. al.
A collection of four novellas about 
strong, female frontier librarians 
and the challenges they face while 
bringing books to the Wild West 
from authors Randi Samuelson-
Brown, Mark Warren, Charlotte 
Hinger, and Candace Simar.
Order #554548

Love's Twisting Trail  
by Betty Woods
In order to keep a deathbed promise 
to her father, Charlotte Grimes 
disguises herself as a fourteen-year-
old boy and sets off on a cattle drive to 
save her struggling ranch. Things get 
complicated when she falls in love.
Order #554549

Montana Territory 
by Charles G. West
A military scout who was raised 
in the Blackfoot tribe is dismissed 
from the U.S. Army for disobeying 
an order, but when a mule train goes 
missing, his former commander 
asks for his help tracking a band of 
murderous outlaws.
Order #554550

A Quiet, Little Town 
by William W. Johnstone
Red Ryan gets more than he 
bargained for when he is hired to 
guard a stagecoach carrying four 
monks, an attractive female tutor, 
and a washed up gunfighter—who 
are not as harmless as they seem.
Order #554551

The Sparrows of 
Montenegro 
by B.J. Mayo
A former cavalry officer tracks 
bandits who are terrorizing ranchers 
along the Rio Grande. His journey 
takes him to the Mexican village of 
Montenegro where he meets a young 
woman who changes his life.
Order #554552

The Western 
Edited by Ron Hansen
This collection of four iconic Western 
novels from the 1940s and 50s features 
The Ox-Bow Incident by Walter van 
Tilburg Clark, Shane by Jack Schaefer, 
The Searchers by Alan Le May, and 
Warlock by Oakley Hall. 
Order #554554

Wildcat 
by John Boessenecker
The true story of Pearl Hart, the 
West’s most notorious lady outlaw, 
who dressed as a man in order to 
rob an Arizona stagecoach in 1899, 
sparking a nationwide manhunt and 
branding her “The Bandit Queen” in 
the press.
Order #554565
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Science Fiction/Fantasy

The Apocalypse Seven  
by Gene Doucette
Seven unlikely companions look for 
answers after they wake up to find 
that everyone else has disappeared 
from the city of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, where vicious 
wild animals roam the suddenly 
overgrown streets.
Order #532531

Domesticating Dragons 
by Dan Koboldt
In a world where dragons have been 
used in the industrial sector for 
years, a genetic engineer takes a job 
at Reptilian Corp to create a dragon 
that can be sold as a household pet, 
but the new PhD has secret plans of 
his own.
Order #552653

The Exiled Fleet 
by J.S. Dewes
Captain Adequin Rake and her 
Sentinels have barely survived the 
collapsing Divide, but now they are 
stranded at the edge of the universe 
on a ship without engines or food 
while strange phenomena plague the 
surrounding space.
Order #543268

Goliath 
by Tochi Onyebuchi 
In 2050s America, wealthy white 
elites abandon an environmentally 
devastated planet for colonies in 
space, leaving poor Black and Latinx 
people behind in unstable and 
crumbling cities.
Order #551105

House of Sky and Breath 
by Sarah J. Maas
Bryce and Hunt attempt to enjoy 
a break after saving Crescent City, 
but the situation between the ruling 
Asteri and the rebels heats up, 
drawing the human-fae and the 
demon hunter back into the struggle 
for the oppressed of their world.
Order #550382

Klara and the Sun 
by Kazuo Ishiguro
In this futuristic fable from the 
author of The Remains of the Day, an 
AI programmed to be an empathetic 
companion is brought into a troubled 
family who are grieving the loss of 
one daughter while watching the 
health of their other child fail.
Order #526874

The Last Graduate 
by Naomi Novik
A young woman and budding dark 
sorceress faces intrigue, shifting 
alliances, and magic-eating monsters 
while trying to survive her senior 
year at the Scholomance School, a 
dangerous magical boarding school 
in the United Kingdom.
Order #542933

Light from Uncommon 
Stars 
by Ryka Aoki
Violinist Shizuka Satomi has made 
a Faustian bargain to convince seven 
students to sell their souls in exchange 
for success. Her time is almost 
up when she meets transgender 
runaway Katrina Nguyen.
Order #538944
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Light Years From Home 
by Mike Chen
When their  missing brother 
suddenly returns fifteen years after 
his mysterious disappearance, 
estranged sisters Evie and Kass Shao 
must work together to hide him from 
the FBI and an entire alien army who 
are in hot pursuit.
Order #551382

Noor 
by Nnedi Okorafor
The corrupt Ultimate Corp pursues a 
young woman with a technologically 
enhanced body and a Fulani 
herdsman across a futuristic Nigeria 
after the two are unjustly accused of 
murder and terrorism.
Order #544606

A Psalm for the 
Wild-Built 
by Becky Chambers
A monk searching for meaning 
makes a pilgrimage into the 
wilderness where they encounter 
one of the fabled robots of Panga, 
who left humanity behind after 
gaining sentience.
Order #537556

The School for Good 
Mothers 
by Jessamine Chan
In a futuristic America where “bad” 
mothers are retrained by nurturing 
AI robot children, a single mother 
struggles to win back her parental 
rights while resisting indoctrination 
at a government school.
Order #550037

Sea of Tranquility 
by Emily St. John Mandel
The haunting notes of a violin 
link several people across time:  
a disgraced aristocrat in a 1912 
Canadian forest, a 23rd century 
author, and the time traveler 
sent from 2403 to investigate the 
strange phenomenon.
Order #554118

The Silver Bullets of 
Annie Oakley 
by Mercedes Lackey
When she travels to Germany with 
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show, Annie 
Oakley meets a fellow sharp shooter 
who reveals that Annie's remarkable 
talent is actually supernatural.
Order #551119

Smoke Bitten 
by Patricia Briggs
A pack of werewolves pursues a 
shapeshifter working as a mechanic 
in the Tri-Cities of Washington State 
while an escaped fae threatens to 
unravel the world around her.
Order #510757

The War of Two Queens 
by Jennifer Armentrout
Poppy and Casteel must join forces 
and convince the Atlantian generals 
to band with them in order to stop 
the Blood Queen and the primal 
forces from rousing a great and 
ancient evil.
Order #554665
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Graphic Novels
ADULTS YOUNG ADULTS

Living with Mochi 
by Gemma Gené
The humorous adventures of Mochi 
the pug and his owner, a popular 
web cartoonist and former architect 
who fell in love at first sight with the 
spunky little puppy. 
Order #547849

Shadow Life 
by Hiromi Goto
Seventy-six-year-old Kumiko escapes 
from an assisted living facility, taking 
a secret apartment where she enjoys 
living life on her own terms, until 
Death’s shadow appears.
Order #541184

A Sign of Affection 
by Suu Morishita
A young deaf woman falls for 
the charming friend-of-a-friend, 
whom she meets by chance when 
the man comes to her assistance on 
the street after a stranger asks her 
for directions.
Order #539302

Thirsty Mermaids 
by Kat Leyh
Three mermaids masquerade as 
humans, going ashore via magic 
in order to party. When they wake 
up the next morning with massive 
hangovers, the mermaids discover 
that they don’t have the spell they 
need to return home.
Order #537526

Huda F Are You? 
by Huda Fahmy
A young Muslim teen who is 
accustomed to being the only Muslim 
girl in town, struggles to define 
herself apart from her hijab, after she 
moves to Dearborn, Michigan, where 
there is a large Islamic community. 
Order #551440

Passport 
by Sophia Glock
A young American girl who has spent 
most of her life living outside of the 
United States because of her parents’ 
careers, suddenly finds out that her 
mother and father actually work for 
the CIA. 
Order #549401

Squad 
by Maggie Tokuda-Hall
After moving to a Silicon valley 
suburb, Becca is surprised to find 
herself befriended by the coolest 
girls at her high school, but she 
soon learns that the group is hiding 
a disturbing secret: They are all 
werewolves.
Order #552921

Whistle 
by E. Lockhart
A sixteen-year-old struggling to care 
for her sick mother is offered a job by 
an estranged old friend in Gotham 
City, only to discover that the man 
is one of the most corrupt criminals 
in the city.
Order #546880
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CHILDREN

With Comics Plus 
you have unlimited 
access to thousands 

of digital comics, 
graphic novels, and 
manga from more 
than one hundred 

publishers. 
Every title is available 

24 hours a day, 7 
days a week, on your 
computer, tablet or 
phone—no holds or 
wait lists required.

ncwlibraries.org

The Legend of Auntie Po 
by Shing Yin Khor
While working at an 1885 logging 
camp, a Chinese American girl finds 
comfort and delight in Auntie Po’s 
imaginative retellings of the stories 
of Paul Bunyan.
Order #539243

Manu!! 
by Kelly Fernández 
After rumors and unfair accusations 
pursue her everywhere she goes, a 
talented young witch gets into 
an argument with a friend and is 
struck with a curse that renders her 
magic uncontrollable.
Order #542181

The Okay Witch and the 
Hungry Shadow 
by Emma Steinkellner
A fledgling witch just becoming 
accustomed to her powers navigates 
the challenges of middle school by 
turning to a magical charm that 
conjures a more confident, popular 
version of herself.
Order #536883

One Year at Ellsmere 
by Faith Erin Hicks
A scholarship student at a prestigious 
boarding school faces bullying from 
the most popular girl in school while 
a mysterious and dangerous beast 
roams through the forest nearby.
Order #535311
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Large Print

All's Well 
by Mona Awad
A  t h e a t e r  p ro fe s s o r  d e a l i n g 
with the end of her marriage, 
chronic pain from a career-ending 
accident, and unruly students 
meets three mysterious strangers 
who give her the power to transfer 
her pain to others.
Order #549736

The Book of Hope 
by Jane Goodall & Douglas Abrams
Drawing on stories and lessons 
from her extraordinary career, 
conservationist, naturalist, and 
environmentalist Jane Goodall 
explores the power of hope during 
trying times.
Order #552689

The Book of Magic  
by Alice Hoffman
When Aunt Jet discovers that she has 
only seven days to live, she races to 
pass on her knowledge of how to lift 
a centuries-old curse on her family 
of Massachusetts witches.
Order #544609

Crying in H Mart  
by Michelle Zauner
The founder of the indie rock band 
Japanese Breakfast describes how she 
grew up as the only Asian American 
student in her school and how she 
reconnected with her mother and her 
Korean heritage after a devastating 
diagnosis years later.
Order #535466

A Deadly Affair 
by Agatha Christie
This new collection of short, 
tantalizing Agatha Christie mysteries 
features beloved detectives Hercule 
Poirot, Miss Marple, Parker Pyne, 
Harley Quin, and the adventurous 
Tommy and Tuppence.
Order #549755

The Family You Make 
by Jill Shalvis
While trapped by a life-threatening 
snowstorm, Levi calls his mother and 
tells her that Jane—a woman he’s 
just met—is his girlfriend. When he 
survives the ordeal, he must convince 
Jane to continue the fake relationship 
for one dinner with his family.
Order #549757

The Four Winds 
by Kristin Hannah
In 1934, a woman faces a tough 
decision as the droughts of the Dust 
Bowl era threaten her Texas farm 
and her family’s future: Fight for the 
dying land or move west to California 
and start over?
Order #530097

From the Ashes 
by Jesse Thistle
This moving memoir tells the story of 
a young Indigenous man’s struggles 
with abandonment, abuse, drug 
addiction, homelessness, and 
crime, and how he overcame those 
challenges to become a professor and 
scholar of Indigenous culture.
Order #547460
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The Horsewoman 
by James Patterson
Two champion horsewomen—
mother and daughter—face off in 
intense competition leading up to the 
Paris Olympics, after vowing never to 
oppose one another.
Order #549761

Led Zeppelin 
by Bob Spitz
Veteran biographer Bob Spitz tells 
the story of Led Zeppelin, from their 
debut album that sold 10 million 
copies to their rise to one of the 
greatest, most iconic, and ground-
breaking rock bands of all time.
Order #555865

The Madness of Crowds 
by Louise Penny
While on vacation, Chief Inspector 
Gamache provides security for a 
controversial professor, whose views 
are causing a firestorm wherever she 
goes. When a murder is committed, 
the Inspector must investigate.
Order #540640

The Midnight Lock 
by Jeffery Deaver
While a sociopath who can bypass 
any security system terrorizes 
New York City, NYPD consultant 
Lincoln Rhymes is barred from the 
investigation for an alleged mistake 
on a past case.
Order #547468

Murder at the Piccadilly 
Playhouse 
by C.J. Archer
After his mistress is found dead at the 
Piccadilly Playhouse, Lord Rumford 
hires female private detective Cleo 
Fox to look into the matter, convinced 
that his lover did not commit suicide.
Order #550519

Sooley 
by John Grisham
A freshman college basketball player 
from South Sudan works tirelessly on 
his game in order to get off the bench 
and gain the success he needs to 
bring his family to the United States 
from his war-torn homeland.
Order #530353

The Sweetness of Water 
by Nathan Harris
At the end of the Civil War, two 
brothers and newly-freed slaves 
find refuge and work on a local 
homestead while saving money for 
their journey north to find their long-
lost mother, who was sold off when 
they were children.
Order #546739

Wish You Were Here 
by Jodi Picoult
On the verge of getting everything 
she ever wanted out of life, an 
ambitious Sotheby’s art specialist 
finds herself stranded alone in the 
Galapagos Islands after a worldwide 
pandemic closes borders during an ill 
fated vacation.
Order #553401
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True Crime

The Babysitter 
by Liza Rodman
To the young Liza Rodman and her 
sister, Tony Costa was a dear friend 
and babysitter who watched over 
them and took them on adventures 
to his “secret garden” in the woods. 
Years later they found out that he was 
also a vicious serial killer.
Order #532448

The Betrayal of Anne 
Frank 
by Rosemary Sullivan
A retired FBI agent and a cold case 
team painstakingly piece together 
the months leading to the infamous 
arrest of Anne Frank and her family—
and come to a shocking conclusion.
Order #549768

Bring Back Our Girls 
by Joe Parkinson
Two veteran investigative journalists 
from The Wall Street Journal tell 
the story of the viral hashtag 
#BringBackOurGirls and its real-
world impact on the lives of the 276 
Nigerian school girls abducted by the 
terror group Boko Haram in 2014.
Order #533886

Chaos: Charles Manson, 
the CIA, and the Secret 
History of the Sixties 
by Tom O'Neill
An investigative journalist and 
entertainment reporter uncovers 
new details about the infamous 1969 
murders of actress Sharon Tate and 
four others that shocked the nation.
Order #496247

The Cult of We 
by Eliot Brown
The story of the rise and fall of 
WeWork, whose jet setting founder 
transformed it from a simple office 
space company into a 47 billion dollar 
tech startup.
Order #543639

A Dark Room in Glitter 
Ball City 
by David Dominé
A look into historic Louisville’s Pink 
Triangle Murder by a local expert, 
who was an eyewitness to the trials 
of Jeffrey Mundt and Joseph Banis—
two men accused of killing James 
Carroll in a threesome gone wrong.
Order #548152

Elegy for Mary Turner 
by Rachel Marie-Crane Williams
The harrowing story of the 1918 
Valdosta, Georgia, lynchings of 
11 souls in 10 days, including the 
eight-months-pregnant Mary 
Turner, who was brutalized by a 
white mob for speaking out after 
her husband’s murder.
Order #555087

Empire of Pain 
by Patrick Radden Keefe
The troubling history behind the 
Sackler family fortune, which was 
founded on the development and 
marketing of Valium and OxyContin, 
two highly addictive drugs at the 
center of the modern opioid crisis.
Order #533142
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From a Whisper to a 
Rallying Cry 
by Paula Yoo
Chinese American Vincent Chin was 
killed in a 1982 bar fight, while his 
white killers got off with only a $3,000 
fine and probation. The case sparked 
outrage as well as a ground-breaking 
federal civil rights case.
Order #552737

The Good Girls 
by Sonia Faleiro
This exploration of the 2014 
disappearance, rape, and murder 
of two teenage girls in a poor, rural 
Indian village, delves into the history 
and culture of the region, shedding 
light on the caste system and its 
affect on the case.
Order #533187

Green River, Running Red 
by Ann Rule
America’s master of true crime 
takes on the story of America’s most 
prolific predator: the Green River 
Killer, who lured 49 young women 
to their deaths, on a twenty year 
mission to rid the world of women 
he considered evil.
Order #555804

Killing the Mob 
by Bill O'Reilly
The story of how the fight against 
the mafia shaped America from the 
1930s to the 1980s, from bank robbers 
during prohibition to the growth of 
J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI to Attorney 
General Robert Kennedy’s crusade 
against Jimmy Hoffa, and beyond.
Order #532691

Murder at Teal's Pond 
by David Bushman
The story of the 1908 unsolved murder 
of 20-year-old Hazel Drew—a maid 
who was found beaten to death in a 
Sand Lake, New York pond—which 
was the inspiration behind the cult 
classic TV series Twin Peaks.
Order #549586

Murder at the Mission 
by Blaine Harden
This is the story of the events 
leading up to and following the 
Whitman massacre, the tragedy 
that transformed failed missionary 
Dr. Marcus Whitman into a hero 
and which was used as an excuse to 
devastate the Cayuse people.
Order #536061

The Rope 
by Alex Tresniowski
Thomas Williams was unjustly 
arrested for the murder of ten-year-
old Marie Williams in 1910, narrowly 
escaping a lynch mob and launching 
a case that was instrumental in the 
development of the NAACP. 
Order #531893

Tales of the Tungsten Mine 
by G.A. Henderson
The story of Frank Arnold, the 
eccentric caretaker of the Tungsten 
Mine who was found dead near 
Horseshoe Creek in the Pasayten 
Wilderness in the 1930s under 
strange and unusual circumstances.
Order #548694
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The 1619 Project 
A collection of essays and articles 
published in The New York Times 
by major scholars and journalists 
who argue that the system of 
chattel slavery inaugurated in 1619 
Jamestown represents the true 
beginning of America.
Order #549938

Bibliophile: Diverse Spines 
by Jamise Harper
A highly diverse and inclusive 
collection of book recommendations 
highlighting underrepresented 
BIPOC authors, booksellers, and 
more! Perfect for readers eager to 
expand their horizons.
Order #551081

The Complete Salad 
Cookbook 
by America's Test Kitchen
This guide offers 230 creative and 
flavorful ideas to take your salads 
to the next level, from Pea Green 
Salad with Warm Apricot-Pistachio 
Vinaigrette to Southwest Beef Salad 
with Cornbread Croutons, and more. 
Order #532082

Cultish 
by Amanda Montell
Linguist Amanda Montell explores 
how cults from Scientology to 
SoulCycle draw followers and 
capture the imagination using the 
power of language.
Order #539166

The Dawn of Everything 
by David Graeber
London School of Economics 
anthropologist and activist David 
Graeber takes a new look at the 
history of human civilization, 
offering a revolutionary perspective 
on how we should interpret both our 
past and our future.
Order #547826

Greek Myths 
by Charlotte Higgins
In this imaginative retelling of major 
Greek myths, Charlotte Higgins, 
chief culture writer for the Guardian, 
looks at these quintessentially human 
tales through the eyes of women 
weaving an ancient tapestry.
Order #548514

Invisible Child 
by Andrea Elliott
A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist 
looks at American inequality from 
the perspective of a girl named 
Dasani, weaving her experiences in 
and out of homeless shelters with her 
seven siblings into the history of her 
enslaved ancestors.
Order #548844

Peril 
by Bob Woodward
Best-selling author and journalist 
Bob Woodward takes a look at the 
tempestuous transition between the 
Trump and Biden administrations, 
interviewing over 200 witnesses who 
were at the center of the events of 
January 6th, 2021.
Order #543122
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Stay informed and entertained with 
digital newspapers and magazines 
that you can read 24-hours a day!

We offer 87 popular magazines like 
The New Yorker, Bon Appètit, and Wired 
on Overdrive as well as full online 
access to Consumer Reports and 
The New York Times.

ncwlibraries.org/online-resources

The President and the 
Freedom Fighter 
by Brian Kilmeade
The story of the friendship between 
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick 
Douglass and how the dialogue 
between the two was instrumental 
in the abolition of slavery in the 
United States.
Order #551791

Secret Seattle 
by Susanna Ryan
Popular cartoonist and Instagrammer 
Susanna Ryan takes a look at some 
of the quirky, overlooked nooks 
and crannies of Seattle and the 
forgotten stories behind them in this 
illustrated guide to the city.
Order #541725

Unthinkable 
by Jamie B. Raskin
Congressman Jamie Raskin tells 
the story of how he confronted the 
painful loss of his son to suicide, lived 
through the events of January 6th, 
2021, and led the resulting effort to 
impeach President Trump after he 
left office.
Order #553515

What Happened to You? 
by Bruce Duncan Perry
Oprah Winfrey, sharing stories from 
her own past, joins a trauma expert 
to discuss the impact of adversity 
and how healing must begin with 
the question, "What happened to 
you?" rather than, "What's wrong 
with you?"
Order #532297

Why Wakanda Matters 
by Sheena C. Howard
A collection of insightful essays on 
the iconic Black Panther film. This 
in-depth analysis relies on the latest 
psychological concepts and delves 
into the lasting cultural impact of the 
unforgettable story of T’Challa and 
his fictional kingdom of Wakanda.
Order #548736

The Wok: Recipes & 
Techniques 
by J. Kenji López-Alt
The author of The Food Lab returns 
with his science-based approach 
to cooking—this time focusing on 
his most-used kitchen pan, the 
wok. Includes delicious recipes and 
practical techniques.
Order #554226
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Leaving Isn't the Hardest 
Thing  
by Lauren Hough
One woman’s remarkable story 
growing up in The Children of God 
cult: how she left and how the twists 
and turns of her life have shaped her 
into the person she is today.
Order #533980

Somebody's Daughter 
by Ashley C. Ford
Author and journalist Ashley C. 
Ford shares her childhood growing 
up with an incarcerated father and 
how the shadow of his presence 
was always with her, affecting her 
relationships and her identity.
Order # 534048

Taste: My Life Through 
Food 
by Stanley Tucci
Actor  Stanley  Tucci  te l ls  his 
l i fe  s t o r y  g row i n g  u p  i n  a n 
Italian American family from 
Westchester, New York, in a series 
of vignettes behind the recipes of 
his popular cookbooks.
Order #544562

Tastes Like War 
by Grace M. Cho
A sociologist who grew up in a 
small xenophobic town with her 
American father and her Korean 
mother attempts to understand her 
mother’s schizophrenia, getting to 
know her dynamic parent once again 
as an adult while cooking together.
Order #536068

Beautiful Country 
by Qian Julie Wang
This memoir of a childhood spent 
in the shadows sheds light on the 
heart breaking challenges many 
undocumented immigrants face—
through the experiences of one 
Chinese family who struggled to 
make it in 1990s New York.
Order #540371

¡Hola Papi! 
by John Paul Brammer
With characteristic wit and humor 
popular LGBTQ+ advice columnist 
John Paul Brammer tells the story 
of his life through a series of essays, 
sharing his struggles growing up 
biracial and in-the-closet in the 
traditional Midwest.
Order #536810

Just as I Am 
by Cicely Tyson
Legendary actor Cicely Tyson 
shares the unvarnished story of 
her life, from quiet church girl 
and daughter of immigrants to 
fashion model, award-winning 
actor, lecturer, and activist.
Order #528761

A Knock at Midnight 
by Brittany K. Barnett
The story of one law student's 
encounter with Sharanda Jones—a 
black woman serving a life sentence 
for a minor drug offense—and how 
the case inspired her to devote her 
life to transforming the criminal 
justice system in America.
Order #525213
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Bloor Street 
by Kiefer Sutherland 
The third country music album from 
actor Kiefer Sutherland, known for 
his roles in the hit shows 24 and 
Designated Survivor. Includes the 
singles "Two Stepping in Time" and 
"So Full of Love."
Order #555726

Deciphering the Message 
by Makaya McCraven
Drummer and band leader Makaya 
McCraven takes his own signature 
jazz, rap, and pop style and breathes 
new life into major jazz classics from 
Art Blakey, Horace Silver, and more.
Order #555719

Earthling 
by Eddie Vedder
Alternative rock, folk rock, and 
grunge singer-songwriter Eddie 
Vedder of Pearl Jam returns with his 
third solo album, featuring songs 
such as "Long Way" and "The Haves."
Order #555720

Good to Be 
by Keb' Mo'
American blues singer-songwriter 
and guitarist Keb' Mo’s latest 
album highlights his characteristic 
delta blues, country blues and 
Americana style and includes guest 
collaborations with Vince Gill,  Darius 
Rucker, and more.
Order #555721

Juno 
by Remi Wolf
Former American Idol contestant 
and rising pop star Remi Wolf ’s 
debut album is saturated with 
her eclectic sound, style, and 
magnetic personality. 
Order #555722

The Million Masks of God 
by Manchester Orchestra
Indie rock band Manchester 
Orchestra’s latest album explodes 
with their alternative rock, indie folk, 
art rock, emo, and post-hardcore 
style, featuring tracks such as 
“Inaudible” and “Angel of Death.”
Order #555723

Run, Rose, Run 
by Dolly Parton
America’s favorite country icon, Dolly 
Parton, returns with a companion 
album to the new novel of the same 
name, written with author James 
Patterson. Includes a mix of country, 
bluegrass, and Americana.
Order #554761

Woman in Color 
by Raye Zaragoza
Folk singer-songwriter and social 
justice activist Raye Zaragoza’s latest 
album powerfully embraces her 
Japanese, Mexican, and Indigenous 
mixed-race identity through 
evocative songs, including “Change 
Your Name” and “Fight Like a Girl.”
Order #555725
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Act Like You Got Some 
Sense 
by Jamie Foxx
Award-winning entertainer Jamie Foxx 
shares the no-nonsense, down-to-
earth wisdom of his late grandmother, 
which fueled his success and which is 
a source of inspiration in raising his 
own daughters.
Order #548385

Atlas of the Heart 
by Brené Brown
Research professor and bestselling 
author Brené Brown presents a 
road map of eighty seven human 
emotions and experiences, pointing 
the way to greater, more authentic 
human connection.
Order #555867

Facing the Mountain 
by Daniel James Brown
The true story of four soldiers in the 
special Japanese American army 
unit who served during World War 
II while their parents were forced to 
surrender their homes and submit 
to life in internment camps on 
American soil.
Order #533134

Fathoms: the World in the 
Whale 
by Rebecca Giggs
When writer  Rebecca  Gig g s 
encountered a humpback whale 
stranded on her local beachfront 
in Australia, she began to wonder 
how the lives of whales reflect the 
condition of our oceans.
Order #523749

High Conflict 
by Amanda Ripley
A bestselling author and investigative 
journalist looks at several examples of 
a phenomenon called “high conflict,” 
in which disputes go from healthy 
disagreement to a good-versus-evil, 
us-versus-them paradigm, and 
offers meaningful solutions.
Order #555869

How to be Perfect 
by Michael Schur
Want to sound intelligent and 
become a better person while having 
a good time? The creators of Parks 
and Recreation and The Good Place 
take an entertaining look at several 
moral dilemmas alongside key 
philosophical concepts.
Order #555870

Langston Hughes: the 
Value of Contradiction 
by Bonnie Greer
An exploration of the contradictions 
of Langston Hughes, African 
American writer, poet, civil rights 
activist, and columnist, who was a 
key figure of the Harlem Renaissance.
Order #555991

Life Force 
by Tony Robbins
Bestselling author, entrepreneur, 
and philanthropist Tony Robbins 
shares insights from over 100 medical 
experts on regenerative technology, a 
subject that became very important 
in his own life, following a troubling 
health diagnosis.
Order #555871
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Libby
Check out our collection of 
e-books and e-audiobooks for 
your smartphone, tablet, kindle, 
or e-reader! 

New fiction and non-fiction titles 
for kids, teens, and adults are added 
every week.

LEARN MORE: 
ncwlibraries.org/ebooks

BORROW NOW: 
meet.libbyapp.com

Lost in the Valley of Death 
by Harley Rustad
The story of American adventurer, 
survivalist, and world traveler  Justin 
Alexander Shetler and how the 
popular Instagrammer disappeared 
in the dangerous Parvati Valley of 
India in 2016 while on a spiritual 
quest to a remote Himalayan lake.
Order #555992

Mala's Cat: a Memoir of 
Survival in World War II 
by Mala Kacenberg
In this incredible true story, a 
young girl navigates dangerous 
forests, outwits Nazi soldiers, and 
survives against all odds with the 
companionship of a stray cat.
Order #555993

South to America 
by Imani Perry
This penetrating and insightful 
exploration of the unique history and 
culture of the American South argues 
that understanding the region is the 
key to understanding America.
Order #555873

The Hag: the Life, Time, and 
Music of Merle Haggard 
by Marc Eliot
This biography of Merle Haggard 
follows the country music legend 
from his days as a rebellious teen 
to his time in prison—where a 
performance by Johnny Cash inspired 
his music career—and beyond.
Order #555868

Will 
by Will Smith
In this memoir / self-help book, the 
ever popular Will Smith shares all the 
life lessons he’s learned along the way 
to the pinnacle of Hollywood success, 
from his early days in Philadelphia to 
his transition from rapper to actor to 
his family life, and more.
Order #555874

The Duchess Countess 
by Catherine Ostler
The fascinating life story of Elizabeth 
Chudleigh, the maid of honor to the 
Princess of Wales whose 1776 trial 
for bigamy scandalized London and 
whose larger-than-life personality 
was the inspiration for Vanity Fair’s 
Becky Sharp. 
Order #556695
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The Christie Affair 
by Nina de Gramont
In this fictional account of the 
mysterious real life disappearance of 
Agatha Christie for 11 days following 
her husband’s decision to leave her 
for his mistress, the queen of crime 
and the other woman are at the 
center of a murder mystery.
Order #552804

Death on the Nile 
by Agatha Christie
After falling for her best friend’s 
fiancé, the beautiful and rich Linnet 
Doyle and her new husband take 
a honeymoon trip down the Nile, 
but detective Hercule Poirot's keen 
powers of observation tell him that 
something is about to go wrong.
Order #552808

Don't Cry for Me 
by Daniel Black
A black man writes a letter from his 
deathbed to his estranged gay son, 
hoping to share his regrets and the 
legacy of their family stretching all 
the way back to the days of slavery.
Order #555793

Go Tell the Bees That I 
Am Gone 
by Diana Gabaldon
After a long separation, Jamie and 
Claire are finally reunited with their 
daughter and her family in 1779 
North Carolina, but the revolutionary 
war threatens to bring new dangers.
Order #555794

Honor 
by Thrity Umrigar
An Indian American journalist 
returns to the country her family left 
behind and faces personal demons 
while covering the story of a young 
Hindu woman whose marriage to a 
Muslim man makes her the target of 
a violent mob.
Order #555795

The Horsewoman 
by James Patterson
Two champion horsewomen—
mother and daughter—face off in 
intense competition leading up to the 
Paris Olympics, after vowing never to 
oppose one another.
Order #552813

The Last Rose of Shanghai 
by Weina Dai Randel
A young Chinese heiress and 
Shanghai nightclub owner hires a 
Jewish pianist and refugee from Nazi 
Germany in 1940, but the increasing 
dangers of the Japanese occupation 
threaten their developing romance.
Order #555796

The Lincoln Highway 
by Amor Towles
After serving time for manslaughter, 
a young man returns home to a 
foreclosed farm following his father’s 
death. When some escaped fellow 
inmates steal his Studebaker, he sets 
off in pursuit.
Order #549131
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Audio Books: Fiction 

The Love Songs of  
W.E.B. Du Bois  
by Honoree Fanonne Jeffers
An up and coming historian coming 
to terms with her own identity, delves 
into her family history, uncovering 
trauma and tragedy that stretches 
from her Indigenous, Black, and 
white ancestors to the present day.
Order #551890

Olga Dies Dreaming 
by Xochitl Gonzalez
A highly driven and successful New 
York wedding planner and her 
Congressman brother deal with 
relationship issues, complex family 
drama, and blackmail, while their 
estranged mother faces a hurricane 
in her native Puerto Rico.
Order #555797

Quick Silver 
by Dean Koontz
After discovering a valuable coin, 
a journalist goes on the run in the 
company of a romance novelist and 
his granddaughter, who possess 
information about his mysterious 
childhood abandonment along an 
Arizona highway.
Order #552817

The Recovery Agent 
by Janet Evanovich
Recovery agent Gabriela Rose must 
work with her ex-husband on a trip 
to Peru to hunt down the lost Ring of 
Solomon and the Treasure of Lima, 
while a drug lord pursues them at 
every turn.
Order #554760

The Sentence 
by Louise Erdrich
A Minneapolis book shop is haunted 
by the spirit of a troublesome 
customer who died on All Souls’ 
Day 2019. A bookish clerk who was 
recently released from prison must 
solve the mystery of the haunting 
while contending with 2020.
Order #549135

Violeta 
by Isabel Allende
Through a series of letters, a South 
American woman tells the story of 
her life from the fallout from World 
War I and the Spanish Flu outbreak 
of 1919 through the tempestuous 
twentieth century and beyond to a 
second devastating pandemic.
Order #552822

Wish You Were Here 
by Jodi Picoult
On the verge of getting everything 
she ever wanted out of life, an 
ambitious Sotheby’s art specialist 
finds herself stranded alone in the 
Galapagos Islands after a worldwide 
pandemic closes borders during an ill 
fated vacation.
Order #553591

The Wish 
by Nicholas Sparks
Following a terminal diagnosis, 
a successful travel photographer 
reflects back on a pivotal moment in 
her life when she was sent to live with 
an aunt on a remote Outer Banks 
island, meeting a young man who 
would change her life forever.
Order #549134
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I Believe I Can 
by Grace Byers
From the creators of I Am Enough 
comes an empowering follow-up 
that celebrates every child's limitless 
potential. This book encourages 
children of every background to love 
and believe in themselves.
Order #521073

Kid Authors 
by David Stabler
A collection of twenty true stories 
from the childhoods of famous 
authors, including Mark Twain, 
J.R.R. Tolkien, Zora Neale Hurston, 
J.K. Rowling, Roald Dahl, and more!
Order #540485

The Magic Misfits 
by Neil Patrick Harris
A young thief with a talent for magic 
and slight-of-hand tricks runs away 
from his uncle and befriends a 
group of young magicians who band 
together to stop a heist planned by a 
shady carnival owner.
Order #540496

She's Got This 
by Laurie Hernandez
Gold medal gymnast Laurie Hernandez 
tells the story of Zoe, a girl who dreams 
of becoming a gymnast and learns how 
to believe in herself and how to keep 
going despite the challenges.
Order #521075

The Silver Arrow 
by Lev Grossman
Kate's humdrum life is transformed 
when her eccentric Uncle Herbert 
brings her a colossal locomotive train 
as an eleventh birthday gift, leading 
her and her younger brother on a 
mysterious quest.
Order #540472

Sofi Paints Her Dreams = 
Sofi pinta sus sueños 
by Raquel M. Ortiz
A young girl falls into an enchanted 
mural in her community garden  that 
transports her to the Dominican 
Republic where she meets the 
musician Juan Luis Guerra. 
Order #547915

The Unflushables 
by Ron Bates
Nitro City’s heroic plumbers are 
driven out of town by the Ironwater 
Corporation in a scheme to take over 
the city. Now the metropolis has no 
one to fight off a growing population 
of dangerous mutant creatures.
Order #540498

You Matter 
by Christian Robinson
This picture book deftly and 
empathetically explores diverse 
perspectives from around the world—
from a pair of bird-watchers to the 
pigeons they're feeding, and more.
Order #521054

Print book, meet audio book. The permanently attached reader inside each of these books  
transforms an ordinary book into an all-in-one read-along. There is no need for computers, tablets, 

or CDs. Simply push a button to listen and read.
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E-Audio Books: Young Adults

Iron Widow 
by Xiran Jay Zhao
In an Asian-inspired fantasy 
world where female pilots are 
routinely sacrificed in a war 
against dangerous aliens, a young 
woman seeks to avenge the death 
of her sister, becoming a rare and 
powerful Iron Widow.

A Snake Falls to Earth 
by Darcie Little Badger
As climate change threatens the life 
of the toad Ami in the spirit world, 
a young cottonmouth takes human 
form in order to save his friend, 
meeting a young Lipan Apache girl, 
whose grandmother is also ill.

Take Me With You When 
You Go 
by David Levithan
After his older sister runs away to 
uncover troubling family secrets that 
their mother has concealed, Ezra 
struggles with an abusive home life 
with the help of his boyfriend.

Our Way Back to Always 
by Nina Moreno
Two childhood friends reconnect 
during their high school senior year 
after the Ivy-League-bound Lou 
discovers an old bucket list they 
created together and realizes that 
she hasn't accomplished one thing 
on their list.

The following  titles are all available digitally for checkout as e-audio books on Libby. 

meet.libbyapp.comncwlibraries.org

"Read" with your ears!
Listen to audiobooks 
free from the library!
Listen before first 
bell, during lunch, or 
on the bus.

Go at your own 
pace—pause 

whenever you like.
Discover the hottest 

new audiobooks, 
instantly.

Libby. The one-tap 
reading app.
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A Beautiful Day in the 
Neighborhood 
Tom Hanks is Mister Rogers in this 
true story of the unlikely friendship 
between Fred Rogers and a cynical 
journalist who is assigned to write a 
profile on the beloved star of Mister 
Rogers Neighborhood. Rated PG, 109 
minutes.
Order #510581

Black Widow 
Natasha Romanof—also known as 
Black Widow—faces a dangerous 
foe from her days as a spy, when a 
conspiracy from her past threatens 
to derail her present. Rated PG-13, 
133 minutes.
Order #544850

Free Guy 
A bank teller discovers that he is 
actually a background player in a 
video game and decides to become 
the hero of his own story. Rated 
PG-13, 114 minutes. 
Order #546798

Jungle Cruise 
A researcher determined to find a 
lost tree with remarkable healing 
properties hires the adventurous 
captain Frank Wolff to guide her 
down the Amazon in his dilapidated 
river boat. Rated PG-13, 127 minutes.
Order #549447

Knives Out 
Detective Benoit Blanc receives a 
mysterious invitation to investigate 
the murder of a rich mystery 
novelist, traveling to the family 
estate where he meets the 85-year-
old’s highly suspicious family. Rated 
PG-13, 130 minutes.
Order #513849

News of the World 
In post Civil War Texas an itinerant 
storyteller and news reader agrees 
to return a ten-year-old orphan 
girl to her family following six 
years with the Kiowa people. Rated 
PG-13, 118 minutes.
Order #530571

Shang-Chi and the Legend 
of the Ten Rings 
Shang-Chi is drawn into the 
web of the mysterious Ten Rings 
organization controlled by his father, 
a man who gained immortality and 
an insatiable desire for power after 
acquiring an ancient artifact. Rated 
PG-13, 132 minutes.
Order #550557

Star Wars, the Rise of 
Skywalker 
In episode IX of the Star Wars series, 
Rey and the Resistance battle Kylo 
Ren and the First Order in the epic 
conclusion to the Skywalker saga. 
Rated PG-13, 141 minutes.
Order #516988
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The Addams Family 2 
With the kids nearly grown up, 
Morticia and Gomez take the family 
on one last road trip in their haunted 
family camper where they encounter 
a series of mishaps across America. 
Rated PG, 92 minutes.
Order #553864

The Boss Baby: Family 
Business 
All grown up, Boss Baby Ted 
Templeton must come to the aid of 
his estranged brother to thwart an 
evil plot that threatens the world’s 
babies. Rated PG, 107 minutes.
Order #545620

Clifford the Big Red Dog 
After Emily’s new red puppy grows 
ten feet overnight, the middle 
schooler relies on her Uncle Casey 
and her New York City neighbors 
for help hiding the animal from an 
evil scientist. Rated PG, 96 minutes.
Order #555587

Encanto 
Mirabel, who is the only member 
of the Madrigal family without 
super human powers, discovers 
that the source of her family ’s 
strength is threatened and sets 
out to save the magic that has 
protected her village for over fifty 
years. Rated PG, 102 minutes.
Order #555589

Paw Patrol 
The Paw Patrol springs into action 
when their nemesis Humdinger is 
elected Mayor of Adventure City and 
begins a series of risky schemes that 
threaten the safety of everyone in the 
city. Rated G, 86 minutes.
Order #548455

Ron's Gone Wrong 
In the year 2042, a lonely middle 
schooler is given a B-bot robot 
“friend,” but his new companion’s 
programming is glitching, wreaking 
all kinds of havoc and getting them 
both into serious trouble. Rated PG, 
132 minutes.
Order #551009

Space Jam, A New Legacy 
Basketball star LeBron James and 
his son are trapped inside the digital 
world by an artificial intelligence 
gone wrong and the only way to get 
out is to lead Bugs Bunny and his 
unruly gang in the basketball game 
of his life. Rated PG, 115 minutes.
Order #546217

The SpongeBob Movie: The 
Sponge on The Run 
After SpongeBob's beloved pet snail 
Gary is snail-napped, he and Patrick 
embark on an epic adventure to The 
Lost City of Atlantic City to bring 
Gary home. Rated PG, 96 minutes.
Order #539906
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Español: Niños
LECTURA PARA NIÑOS

Pokko y el tambor
por Matthew Forsythe

Order #533025

Seis historias contra el 
aburrimiento

por Matteo De Benedittis
Order #555390

Sofia y la palabra salvaje
por Purificación Hernández

Order #555392

Nuestros pequenos 
heroes

por David Heredia
Order #555350

Cuando tu abuela te 
regala un limonero

por Jamie L.B. Deenihan
Order #555373

El nuevo hogar de 
Tia Fortuna
por Ruth Behar

Order #555387

Buenas noches, vegetales
por Diana Murray
Order #555354

En este banco
por Meghan la Duquesa de Sussex

Order #555384

Ojalá supieras
por Jackie Azúa Kramer

Order #536285
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Español: Jóvenes Adultos
NIÑOS JÓVENES ADULTOS

Cartas de cuba 
por Ruth Behar
Una joven judía huye de Polonia 
a Cuba justo antes de la Segunda 
Guerra Mundial y lucha contra la 
nostalgia mientras trabaja para 
rescatar a su familia de los nazis.
Order #537822

La Señora Badobedah 
por Sophie Dahl
La joven Mabel investiga la identidad 
de una excéntrica anciana que ha 
venido a hospedarse en el hotel de 
sus padres. ¡Cualquiera que tenga 
una tortuga como mascota y una 
maleta llena de joyas debe ser un 
supervillano!
Order #537825

Los nueve mundos 
por Rick Riordan
¡Esta colección de historias cortos 
ambientadas en los nueve mundos 
de la serie Magnus Chase presenta 
apariciones de todos sus personajes 
favoritos, incluidos Hearthstone, 
Samirah, Mallory y más!
Order #544406

Lupe Wong no baila 
por Donna Barba Higuera
Una estudiante de séptimo grado 
tiene la oportunidad de conocer a su 
jugador de béisbol favorito si saca 
buenas notas en la escuela, pero 
luego su maestro de educación física 
presenta una unidad sobre baile 
cuadrado.
Order #544405

Heist 
por Ariana Godoy
Cuando una serie de muertes 
sospechosas conmociona la ciudad 
natal de Leigh, todos culpan a la 
rica y misteriosa familia Stein, que 
son recién llegados a la comunidad 
tradicional y religiosa.
Order #551778

Más allá de la frontera 
por Margarita Langoria
¡Esta celebración de la experiencia 
mexicoamericana en los Estados 
Unidos incluye una colección de 
cuentos, poemas, historietas, 
ensayos y más!
Order #555527

Stamped : el racismo, el 
antirracismo y tu 
por Jason Reynolds
Esta nueva adaptación de Marcados al 
nacer, de Ibram X. Kendi, del exitoso 
autor Jason Reynolds, es tanto una 
historia del racismo en Estados 
Unidos como una llamada a la acción 
contra el racismo.
Order #551777

Travesía 
por Michelle Gerster
Esta novela gráfica de memorias 
relata el viaje de Gricelda, de quince 
años, con su madre y su hermana a 
través de la frontera entre México y 
los Estados Unidos en busca de una 
vida mejor en California.
Order #551776
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Horóscopo Chino 2022 
por Ludovica Squirru
La popular astróloga Ludovica Squirru 
explica todas sus predicciones para 
2022, el año del tigre de agua, y 
cómo usar las antiguas artes de 
la astrología para tomar mejores 
decisiones.
Order #553783

Invencible 
por Chiquis Rivera
La cantante, actriz y empresaria 
Chiquis Rivera cuenta la inspiradora 
historia de su éxito y cómo superó 
muchos desafíos personales luego 
de la trágica muerte de su famosa 
madre.
Order #554744

Invicto 
por Marcos Vázquez
Esta guía estoica moderna, llena 
de filosofía antigua informada por 
las últimas técnicas de la psicología 
moderna, demuestra que una mente 
disciplinada es una parte importante 
del éxito.
Order #555461

La dieta del colágeno 
por Josh Axe
Pierda peso, prevenga enfermedades, 
mejore su digestión y renueve su 
juventud aprovechando el colágeno 
dietético. Incluye planes de comidas, 
recetas y más.
Order #553780

A la mitad del camino 
por Andrés Manuel López Obrador
El presidente de México, Andrés 
Manuel López Obrador, presenta los 
logros de su administración hasta 
el momento, los desafíos que está 
decidido a superar y su visión del 
futuro del pueblo mexicano.
Order #555460

La jefa 
por Olga Wornat
Este libro expone el abuso de poder 
y el tráfico de influencias de Marta 
Sahagún, la ex primera dama de 
México que tuvo un papel activo en 
la administración de su esposo, el 
presidente Vicente Fox.
Order #559695

El último rey 
por Olga Wornat
La periodista Olga Wornat regresa 
con esta perspicaz biografía no 
autorizada de “El Rey de la Música 
Ranchera”, Vicente Fernández, cuya 
inspiradora historia de éxito se 
convirtió recientemente en una serie 
de televisión en Las Estrellas.
Order #553786

Emma y las otras señoras 
del narco 
por Anabel Hernández
El autor de Los señores del narco 
se enfoca en las mujeres detrás de 
los carteles, las famosas actrices, 
cantantes y reinas de belleza que son 
las esposas, novias y amantes de los 
principales capos de la droga.
Order #552069
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LANGUAGE 
LEARNING
Start learning a language today using 
Rosetta Stone’s famous language 
learning solution! 30 languages 
offered, including English as a second 
language.

Aprendizaje de idiomas 
Comience a aprender un idioma 
hoy usando la famosa solución 
de aprendizaje del lenguaje de 
Rosetta Stone! 30 idiomas ofrecidos, 
incluyendo el inglés como segundo 
idioma.

ncwlibraries.org/online-resources

FICCIÓN

A fuego lento 
por Paula Hawkins
Después de que un joven es 
encontrado brutalmente asesinado 
en su casa flotante de Londres, tres 
mujeres cercanas a él se encuentran 
en el centro de una compleja red de 
mentiras, traiciones y angustia.
Order #547033

La visión de Malintzin 
por Kyra Galván
"Dicen que la Historia la escriben los 
vencedores, pero no siempre es así. 
La verdad es que la Historia se forma 
por diversas voces y se registra desde 
diferentes puntos de vista."
Order #553557

No me cerrarán los labios 
por Abia Castillo
La historia de la revolucionaria 
feminista Hermila Galindo, quien 
luchó incansablemente por los 
derechos de las mujeres, quien fundó 
la revista Mujer Moderna y quien 
fue la primera mujer en postularse a 
diputada federal.
Order #553553

Tiempo de perdón 
por John Grisham
El abogado de Clanton, Mississippi, 
Jake Brigance, es asignado a defender 
a un joven de dieciséis años acusado 
de asesinar a un oficial de la ley local 
y nadie en la pequeña ciudad del 
sur está interesado en descubrir la 
verdad.
Order #553552

Velorio 
por Xavier Navarro Aquino
Después de un gran huracán, el joven 
Urayoán establece una sociedad 
utópica y autoritaria llamada 
Memoria que atrae a jóvenes 
desesperados por recibir ayuda 
después del desastre.
Order #553533

Violeta 
por Isabel Allende
A través de una serie de cartas, 
una mujer sudamericana cuenta la 
historia de su vida desde la Primera 
Guerra Mundial y el brote de gripe 
española en 1919, pasando por el 
tempestuoso siglo XX y más allá hasta 
una segunda pandemia devastadora.
Order #553545
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Kanopy

Watch with your library card
Instant access to over 30,000 films on 

your desktop, TV or mobile
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Most Popular ItemsKanopy

The Judge's List 
by John Grisham
When the daughter 
of a murder victim 
approaches her with 
evidence that a judge 
in her jurisdiction may 
be her father’s killer, 
an investigator for 
the Florida Board on 
Judicial Conduct looks 
into the case.
Order #541714

Better Off 
Dead 
by Lee Child
Jack Reacher takes on 
the dangerous and 
s h a d ow y  c r i m i n a l 
D e n d o n c ke r  a f t e r 
agreeing to help a 
fellow veteran and 
FBI agent find her 
twin brother, who has 
disappeared near the 
US/Mexico border.
Order #542040

The Lincoln 
Highway 
by Amor Towles
After serving time for 
manslaughter, a young 
man returns home 
to a foreclosed farm 
following his father’s 
death. When some 
escaped fellow inmates 
steal his Studebaker, he 
sets off in pursuit.
Order #542044

Cloud Cuckoo 
Land 
by Anthony Doerr
This story of a boy who 
dreams of becoming a 
bird in order to escape to a 
utopian paradise weaves 
its way through the lives of 
five young people—from 
1453 Constantinople and 
modern day Idaho to  an 
interstellar future.
Order #539255

Apples Never 
Fall
by Liane Moriarty
After fifty years of 
marriage, a devoted 
couple’s world is turned 
upside down when one 
of them disappears and 
the other is thrown 
under suspicion.
Order #540758

Wish You Were 
Here 
by Jodi Picoult
On the verge of getting 
everything she ever 
wanted out of life, an 
ambitious Sotheby’s art 
specialist finds herself 
stranded alone in the 
Galapagos Islands after 
a worldwide pandemic 
closes borders during 
an ill fated vacation.
Order #544963
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